FINPIEMONTE hosts the second Learning Journey of the MANUMIX INTERREG EUROPE in Turin

On 21 and 22 November, Finpiemonte hosted the second international meeting of members of the MANUMIX Interreg Europe project in Turin. The meeting was a great opportunity to exchange and enrich regional policies for advanced manufacturing systems and to provided a general overview of industry of Piedmont promoting meetings with large industrial companies and exemplary small and medium enterprises.
**PEER REVIEW**

Building a common framework

In the next months, the partners of the project will initiate a policy learning exercise where one region’s actors involved in the policy-making process identify their learning interest topic, open their information and will to receive constructive inputs from other regions’ peers with the assistant of experts.

Lithuania will participate in the Basque Country peer review on March, Wales and the Basque Country will participate in the Lithuania peer review on April and in the Wales peer review on July.

**2nd LEARNING PILLAR: Action-Oriented evaluation**

The incorporation of evaluation to decision-making processes to coordinate changes around those instruments at the different managing levels is an important aspect of the management of policy instruments and policy mixes.

Indeed, collecting evidence is not enough for policy learning and introducing change, since it is important to convert the evidence into applicable knowledge.

These learnings are organised around different building blocks:

- Learning around types of changes derived from evaluation activities;
- Learnings around the relevance of coordination mechanisms; and
- Learnings around factors that influence the use of evaluation for improving instruments and policy mixes.

---

**3rd LEARNING JOURNEY**
The 3rd Learning Journey of Manumix Interreg Europe project will be organized by Mosta and will be held in April in Lithuania. This time, the meetings will be focused on the third learning pillar: **Monitoring and indicators**
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